Abstract. This paper is willing to illustrate and quantify the impact of a double fission barrier in terms of average fission cross section and in particular, to status on both the additional class-II width correction factor and the degree of freedom of the overall double fission barrier which is a key parameter in the calculation of the standard W n, f factor of Hauser-Feshbach theory.
Problematic related to average fission cross section simulation
The purpose of this communication is to both recall and emphasize the existence of the class-II state width fluctuation factor, W II , whose treatment is usually disregarded in standard average cross section evaluation codes. The impact of fission channel Intermediate Structures (IS) is well pictured by Fig. 1 which displayed the observed and current evaluated fission cross sections within the neutron-incident Unresolved Resonance energy Range (URR) for a fissile and a fertile isotope borrowed from the plutonium family. Below the fission threshold energy (E n < 500keV), we observe large manifestations of the IS ( Fig. 1-right side) , relatively to the fission cross section magnitude, although IS effects show up as well for fissile isotopes ( Fig. 1-left side) . We guess that more complexity in the classically [1] used URR fission cross section model will be required for a fertile isotope but are we allowed to make some approximations for a fissile isotope without collateral damage? This is the question raised by this paper. In the next sections, the impact of both the barrier tunneling and W II factor for fissile and fertile isotopes is clarified using a new way of calculating the inextricably admixed IS and W II effects based on accurate formal R-matrix Monte-Carlo-fashion calculations which have been recently applied to the whole plutonium family in a consistent and macro-microscopic approach [2] . 
Formal R-matrix and eigenstate classification
A variable β, which governs the collective elongation of the system along the fission path, was introduced by Lynn [8] . The Hamiltonian operator is split such that
where H int is the term that governs the excitation of all other degrees of freedom, noted ζ, at a fixed deformation β 0 and H c , the coupling Hamiltonian describing the interaction between the β mode and the other modes of excitation. The eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of H int and H β are respectively the (χ µ and ε µ ) and (φ ν (β) and ε ν ) couples. It is convenient to expand the eigenstates X λ of the formal R-matrix states λ of the internal region in terms of product pairs of the quasi-vibrational functions φ ν (β) with the intrinsic functions χ µ defined at some special deformations β 0 such that
The formal R-matrix compound nucleus eigenstates X λ , which can be qualified asymptotically as either of quasi-class-I (corresponding to ground-state) or quasi-class-II (fission isomer) depending on the location of the largest vibrational amplitude, contain a mixture of the auxiliary class-I and class-II states (with C λ(νµ) , the admixture coefficients into the formal states λ). The X λ are to be obtained from the diagonalization of H (Eq. 2), which implies the determination of the sub-matrix mixing elements X
(or the reciprocal elements) characterizing the residual interaction between the λ I and λ II compound nucleus state sets. These elements have the following form
If the intermediate barrier between the two wells is high relatively to the excitation energy, the overlap between the class-I and -II vibrational states is small and the mixing element (Eq. 4) is weak, and the class-II states (with relatively high vibrational amplitudes at the outer barrier) then appear as clear intermediate resonances in the observed fission cross section.
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Nature of class-I and class-II compound nucleus states
By nature the class-I states exhibit very small fission widths, Γ λ I ( f ) , and are characterized by a small mean spacing (noted D I ; usually of about a few eV or a tens of eV respectively for a fissile and a fertile heavy isotope at neutron emission energy). By contrast class-II states exhibit much larger fission widths as well as a larger mean spacing of about 50 × D I at the same excitation energy. The class-II neutron width can be neglected since the compound nucleus is originally formed in the groundstate (first well) and because neutron emission from second well is highly contested by fission decay. Thereof, class-I and class-II total widths, noted respectively Γ λ I (tot) and Γ λ II (tot) , are established as follow
where Γ λ II (↑) and Γ λ II (↓) are respectively the class-II fission and coupling widths which definition is given in the paragraph below.
Formal R-matrix concept of class-II partial widths
On the basis of the classic narrow resonance approximation applied to the transmission coefficient established by Moldauer [9] , Γ λ II (↓) is obtained by an average over neighboring class-II states and is related to the inner barrier transmission coefficient, T A , and similarly, the average class-II fission width is related to the outer fission barrier transmission coefficient, T B . It follows
The concept of class-II state coupling width connects a selected class-II state (eventually several), λ II , with its neighboring class-I levels, λ I i , across the inner fission barrier by average of the squared coupling matrix mixing elements, λ II |H c |λ I , such that
Formal R-matrix average fission cross section
In presence of a double-humped fission barrier, two main cases are generally assumed for calculating either the average fission probability,P f or equivalently the effective fission transmission coefficient, T f , of Eq.1. At excitation energies well above the fission barrier energy, we can assume that there is a statistical equilibrium among all degrees of freedom in the compound nucleus. Under this hypothesis, the effective fission transmission coefficient across a specified Bohr [10] outer fission barrier channel µ is
where T II(γ) and T II(x) are respectively the (very small) transmission coefficients for decay of class-II states by radiative and particle emission. T A and T B are the total fission transmission coefficients over respectively barriers A and B and, are calculated commonly from the well-known Hill-Wheeler expression [11] . At sub-barrier and near-barrier excitation energies, the detailed structure of class-II levels has significant impact on T f . If the bulk of the strength of T f is concentrated in a narrow energy interval about a class-II level, the average fission probability will vary strongly in the vicinity of this level. In the neighborhood of a single class-II level and on the assumption of uniform class-I 06002-p.3
and class-II level spacings (so-called 'picket fence model'), Lynn and Back [12] have worked out the formulation of the average fission probability (P f ) corresponding to barrier tunneling with moderately weak class-I class-II coupling such that
with T I , being the total class-I transmission coefficient including all open reactions within first well.
Coupling and fission width distribution correlations: the W II factor
Under both the hypothesis of Eq. 9 and the concept developed in section 3.2, we can express the average over neighboring class-II states of the overall fission transmission coefficient, T f , in terms of individual class-II coupling and fission widths such that,
where, Γ λ II represents the total width of a single class-II state. Since we intuitively expect that the statistical fluctuations of the class-II partial fission widths exhibit an independent Porter-Thomas [13] (ν = 1) distribution across each fully open Bohr fission channel and, the coupling width distribution across the inner Bohr fission channels (considered as a whole -meaning an aggregate of channels) to belong to the chi-squared family (with ν e f f the effective value of the number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF)), we anticipate that correlations between coupling and fission class-II width distributions will be acting similarly to the correlations between the incident-neutron channel and the overall fission decay channel width distributions. Thus we equate
where W II (µ) is introduced as the width fluctuation correction factor, related to a selected fully open Bohr fission channel (µ), raised by the presence of the class-II states.
Finally, the standard average fission cross section formulation supplied by Eq. 1 must be weighted by the above W II contribution
From Fig. 2 we can verify that both the IS (Lynn and Back formulation ofP f -Eq. 10 -normalized to the value obtained assuming statistical regime -Eq. 9) and overall width fluctuation correction factor (W n, f * W II product) exert a strong influence on the average fission cross section magnitude. Depending on fission barrier heights relatively to the neutron threshold energy, the IS effect is either much smaller than the overall width statistical fluctuation correction as for the 239 Pu fissile target nucleus (left-side Figure) or much larger for a non-fissile target nucleus as for 240 Pu (right-side Figure) .
Nested Monte carlo fission cross section calculations
A powerful alternative to analytical expressions valid under specific conditions, such as the statistical regime or the Lynn and Back [12] average fission sub-barrier probability (P f ) described above, is Pu target nuclides. For comparison, the reduction of the average fission barrier probability due to barrier tunneling (estimated from the Lynn and Back formula -Eq. 10 -normalized to the statistical regime -Eq. 9) is plotted (red-short-dashes) as well as the fluctuation factor product extracted from the accurate Monte Carlo procedure (purple-dotted line).
the Monte Carlo-type (MC) method. Our MC procedure [2] presents the advantage of providing average cross sections taking full account of all statistical nuclear data parameter fluctuations under in-situ IS coupling conditions. Our present approach simulates the R-matrix resonance properties of a selected class-II state and those of the overlapped neighboring class-I states over at least a full class-II energy spacing, using a chain of pseudo-random numbers for a fine-tuned selection process based on both level width and spacing statistical distributions with suitable averages and in particular the Porter-Thomas width distributions of the dedicated elements ( λ I |H c |λ II 2 , Γ λ II↓ and Γ λ II↑ as introduced by Eqs. 8 and 7), were simulated to model the full extent of IS fluctuations. The extraction of the W n, f * W II undecoupled product from the more accurate MC procedure can be compared to the analytical estimate obtained previously (Fig. 2) . We observe that the effect of the W n, f * W II MC product is still larger than the one given by the analytical estimate. The effect on the simulated average cross section will be to lower it still below the magnitude it would have using the analytical estimate.
Overall fission barrier effective degree of freedom
A collateral damage of the IS, usually poorly addressed, is the reduction of the effective degree of freedom, ν f e f f , of the overall fission barrier. The precise value is crucial because this latter has to be input into the calculation of the standard W n, f factor. For standard Hauser-Feshbach statistical theory with adequate width fluctuation correction factor, ν f e f f should be equal to the number of open channels at the outer barrier. However the plausible restriction of the fission transmission across the outer fission channels, due to the IS, will reduce ν f e f f significantly. Hopefully, the correct value of ν f e f f can be estimated from thousand MC calculations with the assumption that, at near-barrier energy, the class-II total width is large and that its strength is meanly spread through its coupling width over many class-I states (Γ λ II ↓ >> Γ λ II ↑ ). The mixing elements are then somewhat large (so-called moderately weak coupling) and the class-II state fission width is mixed in a Lorentzian pattern into the formal R-matrix states. From those MC calculations, the effective degree of freedom of the overall barrier fission width can be retrieved from means and variances. An example of reduction of ν f e f f is given in Table 1 Table 1 . IS impact in terms of degree of freedom respectively for the 239 Pu and 240 Pu target nuclides normalized to a single fully open outer barrier channel. Without IS (such that the single hump picture), the distribution of the formal R-matrix eigenstate fission widths is expected to follow a Porter-thomas distribution with ν f = 1.
Conclusions
The purpose here was to recall and emphasize the existence of the class-II width fluctuation correction factor which lowers the average fission cross section of about 20% for a fertile isotope over the URR. This paper also demonstrates that its effect is also non negligible (> 10%) for a fissile isotope. Another goal was to enlighten a collateral damage of the IS, usually poorly addressed, which is the drastic reduction of the degree of freedom of the overall fission barrier to be input in the calculation of the standard W n, f factor. Its value will be strongly modified. Although standard evaluation works can by-pass the latter corrections by playing on other parameter types (e.g; fundamental fission barrier heights), those short-cuts will be an additional source of uncertainties on predictions to be made for nuclides which cross sections can not be measured.
